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Abstract: Advancement in sensor technology provides the complete information captured by multiple sensors. To reduce the eye strain
and workload from analyzing the scene with multiple images, the information is combined into a single image by the process called
image fusion. In this paper, a compendious analysis of feature-extraction based fusion algorithms that define an appropriate fusion rule
is reviewed. A state-of-art classification of feature-based fusion schemes is carried out and the extracted feature maps are presented. The
qualitative analysis for different fusion methods are illustrated and compared. The quantitative fusion metrics are grouped as contrast,
information, edge and visual based metrics and are evaluated. Finally, the conclusion and future directions are briefed out.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tremendous development in multi-sensor technology

provides information of a captured scene from multiple
sensors useful for industry automation, medical, military,
night-vision and surveillance applications. The complemen-
tary information captured by multiple sensors increases the
workload, degrades the performance and causes eyestrain
of the observer if the captured scene is to be analyzed
from multiple images. Image fusion is a digital processing
process of implementing the mathematical techniques to
combine complementary information from multiple sensors
into a single composite image that provides good human
perception ability for target detection and scene interpreta-
tion. Amassing accurate information in less time and less
cost are the potential advantages of image fusion. Image
features that cannot be perceived by a single sensor are
easily distinguishable by image fusion. Hence, image fusion
has a vast amount of research attention since last two
decades.

Single-sensor image fusion focuses on combining the
information captured by a single sensor at different focus
points or different views that defines multi-focus or multi-
view image fusion. Multiple-sensor image fusion deals with
combining complementary information obtained from dif-
ferent sensors or modalities that define multi-sensor, multi-
modality or multi-spectral fusion. Several algorithms for
multi-focus, multi-sensor and multi-modality were emerged
to solve the problems of expensive sensor requirement,

information overload and to help clinicians. However, re-
search on multi-sensor image fusion has gained a large
attention in the last few decades. The objective of multi-
sensor image fusion is to acquire the complete information
from the source images without any artifacts introduced due
to fusion process and to reduce redundancy.

Weighted average, select maximum and select minimum
are the basic arithmetic operators that are employed as
fusion rules. These arithmetic operators when used as fusion
rules either directly in spatial domain or in transform
domain to define the final fused image makes the algorithm
simple, but results in loss of contrast, color distortion and
blurring effects. Feature extraction based fusion rules for
‘weighted average’ or ‘select maximum’ scheme improves
the ability of the algorithm compared to traditional methods.
In the feature extraction based image fusion, the texture
feature that provides a measure of smoothness, coarseness
and regularity of the images are extracted and these are
used to frame the fusion rule for combining. Extracting the
important features to exactly interpret the image content and
defining a suitable fusion rule plays a vital role to achieve
the fusion objectives. Therefore, it is a critical challenge
to propose a suitable parameter for feature extraction and
define an appropriate fusion rule in order to attain the fusion
requirements.

In this paper, the survey focuses on the features ex-
tracted from the source images to define the fusion rules.
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The current work reviews the work of authors to identify
appropriate parameters required to efficiently extract the
features and then define arithmetic fusion rule for ensuring
the complete information, edge symmetry and no artifacts
in the final fused image.

2. FEATURE-EXTRACTION FUSION METHODS
A feature of an image is any attribute or distinguishing

property of an image. Feature extraction in image process-
ing is the process that extracts the desired characteristics of
the acquired images. The features extracted by the process
need to be more informative, reduce redundancy and are
suitable for better human interpretation. Boundary and
regional features are the two types of features that describe
the external and internal characteristics suitable for further
processing. Boundary features or shape features that can be
extracted from the Fourier descriptors may not discriminate
the objects in an image. Intensity, color and texture are the
regional features that define the characteristics of a region.
The texture of a region provides a measure of smoothness,
coarseness and regularity. Texture analysis is widely used
in image processing applications from segmentation to
pattern recognition. In the image fusion scenario, the texture
features of the input images are extracted and these are used
to frame the fusion rule for combining. Recently, feature-
based fusion using deep learning techniques gained more
attention for accurate fusion and classification[1]

Various parameters have been defined by the researchers
to extract the salient features. The work categorizes the
fusion algorithms in literature based on domain specific and
based on texture-feature extraction as illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. Domain based classification
The spatial domain method directly manipulates the

pixels by defining a fusion rule. Feature-extraction based
spatial domain techniques define the fusion rule for com-
bining depending on the extracted features from the images.
Spatial domain schemes are simple to implement but could
not succeed in retaining the complete information, intro-
duced artifacts and reduced the contrast of the final fused
image.

Multi-Scale Transform (MST) such as Discrete
Wavelet transform [2], Non- Sub sampled Contorlet Trans-
form [3], Spectral Graph Wavelet Transform [4] and
Curvelet Transform [5] etc. have been widely used in image
fusion for representing the image at different scales. The
scaling function of the transform decomposes the image to
low-level and high-frequency level coefficients. In feature
extraction based fusion, the features are extracted at the
corresponding scales individually and are then used to
construct a fusion rule. The transform domain techniques
gained a lot of attention in achieving a high quality fused
image. However, transform domain techniques are compu-
tationally expensive and selection of transform and level
of transformation are the monotonous tasks. The transform
domain method fails to preserve the edge and texture
information.

Multi-Scale Decomposition (MSD) techniques employ
edge-preserving smoothing filters to represent the image at
various scales. Guided Filter [6], Neighbor distance filter
[7], weighted least square [8] and iterative re-weighted
filters [9], [10], [11] etc. have been used to efficiently
decompose the image to various scales with edge and
texture preservation. The salient features of these scaled
images are extracted to improve the decision making fusion
rule in feature extraction based fusion. However, these de-
composition techniques have their deficiencies in accurately
decomposing the image to structure and texture components
that affect the final fused image. Hence, achieving promis-
ing results in spatial, transform and decomposition domain
is still a continuous research for fusion.

B. Classification based on texture feature extraction
The traditional weighted average and select maximum

fusion rules employed directly to the source images do
not completely transfer the complementary information and
also introduce noise. The characteristics of the source
images captured by multiple sensors are different. Hence,
the characteristics features of these images are used to
define the rule instead of defining directly. Texture of an
image is characterized by the spatial distribution of the pixel
intensities within a neighborhood. The texture features or
the characteristics of an image in our work are classified
as statistical, saliency and structural approaches and the
algorithms under these categories are reviewed.

C. Statistical Approach for Feature-Extraction
The characteristics of an image such as smooth, texture

and edge regions are extracted by these statistical ap-
proaches. The statistical parameters considered to compute
the texture features are listed as:

• Local Mean

• Local Standard Deviation or Local Variability

• Local variance

• Local Visibility

• Entropy

• Local Binary Pattern (LBP)

• Local Fractal Dimension (LFD)

• Principal Component Analysis

• Dispersion

• Kurtosis

Local mean, Local standard deviation and Local
Variance are the fundamental local statistics computed to
determine the texture features of an image region. These
parameters consider the information of the neighboring
pixels. Local mean computes the mean gray-scale pixel
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Figure 1. Classification of feature-extracted image fusion algorithms

values in an image region or patch. It describes the
average brightness of the region and is useful to give the
information regarding the pixel intensity distribution. Local
standard deviation or local variability on the other hand
measures the variability or smoothness in the gray level that
is more informative than the local mean value. The smaller
value indicates less variability of the gray level and larger
value indicates more variability in the image region. Local
variance is a statistical measure that quantifies the local
activity of an image. The value of the variance computed
within a window describes the smoothness or roughness
of a region. Smaller values indicate smooth regions and
larger values indicate rough regions. The background

variations of the image are efficiently determined by this
local variance measure.
A combination of region and pixel based image fusion
algorithm using multi-resolution analysis is proposed in
[12] where the activity level is measured by considering
the absolute value of the pixel as the energy calculation
of a surrounding region. In [13] the feature maps of
the input images are extracted by considering the local
mean and standard deviation. The feature maps of both
local mean and standard deviation are used to define
the select maximum rule for combining the approximate
coefficients and only the standard deviation map is used
to define the select maximum rule for detail coefficients
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in DWT domain. The feature map generated by using
local standard deviation is however used in [14] to
define weighted average rule for combining images in
compressive sensing domain. Local variance is computed
to the low-frequency coefficients decomposed by using a
hybrid DWT and Curvelet transform and the fusion rule
is defined to combine the MRI and CT medical images
in [15]. Recently, the local activity or local variance is
used as a fusion rule to construct an initial fused image
in feature-oriented level fusion of multi-sensor images in
[16]. The algorithm is computationally efficient and is a
simple spatial domain method.
Local Visibility is a statistical parameter that defines the
high visible areas of an image. The texture characteristics
of an image are highly visible without any noise by
considering this local visibility parameter. The high
visibility content of the image is extracted by the local
visibility parameter in the multi-sensor fusion of visible
and infrared images in [17].
Entropy is an additional texture measure that defines
the variability in the pixel intensities in a local window.
The value of entropy is less for a smooth region and
is large for texture region [18]. However, the texture
region extracted from the entropy measure depends on
the size of the window selected. Region based entropy
priority maps for multi-focus images were used in [19] to
extract the region properties and define intelligent rules
for fusion compared to intensity-level fusion. The number
of compressive measurements is adaptively adjusted for
visible and infrared image integration using entropy in [20].
Entropy based weighted average is used to construct low
frequency coefficient fused image which is decomposed
by MSD technique proposed in [21], [22] constructed an
initial fused image by the use of entropy as weighted
average scheme after pre-processing the images to improve
the fusion algorithm performance.
The mathematical formulation for computing the local
mean mi, j, standard deviation s(i, j), variance v(i, j), visibility
’vs(i, j) ’ and entropy ’e(i, j)’of an image pixel intensity f (i, j)
located at f (i, j) within a region m × n is

mi, j =
1

mn

m∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

f (k, l) (1)

mi, j =

√√
1

mn

m∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

( f (k, l) − mi, j)2 (2)

vi, j =
1

mn

m∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

( f (k, l) − mi, j)2 (3)

vs(i, j) =
1

m ∗ n

m∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

α ∗


∣∣∣ f (k, l) − mi, j

∣∣∣
mi, j

 whereα =
(

1
mi, j

)0.6

(4)

’mi, j’ denotes local mean, fk,l is the local pixel intensity,
‘m’ and ‘n’ are the indices indicating window size.

ei, j = −

m∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

p ( f (k, l)) log2 (p ( f (k, l))) (5)

where p ( f ) represents the probability of occurrence of the
pixel f (i, j).
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is an efficient and sim-
ple texture extractor that labels the pixels in bi-
nary by thresholding the neighborhood pixels https :
//scholarpedia.org/article/LocalBinaryPatterns. It is a
powerful tool used recently for fusion application. Consid-
ering a center pixel ‘ fc’ located at (XC ,YC) and pixels ‘ fi’
for j = 0, 1, ...M − 1 within a window consisting of ‘M’
number of pixels, the LBP of the pixel is computed as:

LBP (xc, yc) =
M−1∑
j=0

S
(

f j − fc
)
∗ 2 j (6)

where

S
(

f j − fc
)
=

0
(

f j − fc
)
< threshold

1
(

f j − fc
)
≥ threshold

In order to preserve the edge information and the
information of focused region, recently a new multi focus
image fusion scheme is proposed by defining the weight
maps using optimized LBP maps in [23].
Local Fractal Dimension (LFD) describes the local grey
level changes in an image. It differentiates the local edges
from noise and from segment interiors compared to Fractal
Brownian noise model [24] that describes only the gray
level change. The LFD measures the textural features in
a local window. Several approaches have been defined to
estimate LFD, out of which, the Blanket method for LFD
estimation is popular. In this Blanket method, the area of
the gray level surface is computed from the upper and lower
surfaces at scale ‘ϵ’ and the linear relationship between
this area and scale in logarithmic scale estimates the LFD.
Fusion for night vision applications that make use of FD
maps to construct the fused image is proposed in [25].
However, the local statistics accuracy in determining the
texture features depends on the size of the window and the
pixel intensity distribution within the window. Generally,
smaller window sizes are more effective compared to
large size image patches. Hence, the other statistical
global approaches to extract texture features are Principal
Component Analysis, Kurtosis and Dispersion used in
literature for defining and optimizing the weights.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a classical tool
for analyzing the statistical nature of large data sets [26].
PCA considers the variances and co-variances of the pixel
intensities. It transforms large number of inter-correlated
variables to a small set of variables called principal
components [27]. The features that contain variance of the
input data to a maximum possible extent are defined by
the principal components. The first principal component
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derived gives the maximum variance. The second principal
component is obtained by considering the feature with
maximum variance and is orthogonal to the first principal
component. This procedure is repeated to obtain the
number of principal components required. In image fusion
scenario, the principal components of the input images are
computed and are considered as weights.
PCA has been widely used by several researchers for the
past two decades in image fusion process. PCA along
with total variation approach is proposed earlier in [28] to
iteratively modify the weights for fusion. Recently PCA has
been widely used as a feature extraction metric that defines
the weighted average fusion rule in DWT and hybrid
domain [29], [30]. Recently, multi scale decomposition
techniques such as anistropic diffusion [31], [32], fourth
order partial differential equation [33], were frequently
used to decompose the image to detail and base layers.
The PCA is then used to extract the feature maps to define
the fusion rule for detail layer fusion in multi-sensor and
multi-modality fields. The suggested methods using PCA
as a feature map improved the quality of the fused image.
Dispersion is a statistical parameter described as the ratio
of 4th order central moment to the variance of an image.
The variability or spread of the histogram of an image is
measured. A normalized 4th order central moment called
Kurtosis determines the peakedness of the probability
distribution. Dispersion as a saliency measure to minimize
the cost function that optimally updates the weights
required to define the weighted average fusion rule is
proposed in [34]. Instability and bias due to lack of prior
information is a major drawback of this approach. Kurtosis
Maximization method proposed by the same author avoids
the limitations. Optimized weights for fusion are selected
based on the maximization of Kurtosis.
The statistical approach for feature extraction has a
profound area for defining the fusion rules using the
basic arithmetic operators. New statistical parameters
such as range of the histogram, average and centre
symmetric LBP [35] considered as essential features for
disease classification in health care applications can be
recommended to fusion techniques. Feature extraction by
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix that involves various
statistical features for accurate classification is employed
in the recent research for decision fusion [36], [37].
Selection of appropriate statistical parameters to
characterize the properties of an image region has
a significant effect on the fusion result. The state-
of-art methods proposed earlier using statistical
properties showed improved quantitative and qualitative
performance. However, the scope for the use of
these statistical parameters for feature-level, feature-
oriented level fusion is still in progress. The simulation
results of feature maps extracted in MATLAB for
a standard data set image downloaded from https :
// f igshare.com/articles/T NOImageFusionDataset/1008029
by using the statistical approaches described above are
shown in Fig. 2.

D. Saliency approach for feature extraction
Saliency of an image highlights the significant regions

that attract the human vision compared to other regions.
Saliency term is introduced for extracting the visual features
in 1980’s. The limitations of saliency detection methods
such as low resolution, undefined boundaries and reduction
in spatial frequency range etc. lead to the development
of various saliency measures for the improvement in the
detection of salient objects for various image processing
applications. Recently, saliency based feature extraction for
image fusion has been widely preferred for defining the
set of weights for combining. The weights defined by the
saliency metric measures the contribution of every pixel to
the final fused image. The saliency of an image is defined in
various ways by several researchers. Some of the saliency
measures used for fusion process is listed as:

• Spatial Frequency

• Frequency tuned saliency

• Maximum symmetric surround saliency

• Visual perception saliency

• Pixel value based Saliency

• Mean square error based saliency

• Gradient based saliency

• Spectral Residual based saliency

Spatial Frequency (SF) is a saliency metric that measures
the entire activity of an image. It is an effective feature
extraction technique that describes the row and column
frequency distribution. The low and high frequency visual
information of an image with high visual perception can be
extracted by computing the regional characteristics using
SF. For an image region of size M x N with pixel ‘xi, j’
as the centre pixel, the frequency distribution of an image
along row (RF) and column (CF) are determined and then
the region SF is computed as:

RF =

√√√
1

mn

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=2

(
xi, j − xi−1, j

)2
(7)

CF =

√√√
1

mn

N∑
j=1

M∑
i=2

(
xi, j − xi−1, j

)2
(8)

S F =
√

RF2 +CF2 (9)

SF with high value describes the features such as fine
details and edges whereas the low value of SF describe
the smoothness or global shape. The periodic distributions
of the pixels in a region are estimated by this parameter.
A computationally simple algorithm in spatial domain for
multi-focus fusion is proposed in [38].The method divides
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Figure 2. Feature Maps using Statistical Approach

the images into blocks and the SF of each block is com-
puted. The computed SF is used to define the select maxi-
mum fusion rule to get a composite image. The algorithm is
tested for the fusion of images captured at different focuses
used for real-time application.
Later, the same metric SF has been used by the same
author for region- based image fusion where the SF defines
the decision maps required for fusion. In [39], a multi-
focus fusion algorithm in Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
domain is proposed in which the SF of the DCT blocks is
computed and select maximum rule is defined to get the
fused DCT block. However, recently the metric is used in
[40] for extracting the local features. In this method, SWT
decomposes the source images to low and high frequency
components which are further divided into sub-images using
fuzzy sets. The SF of these sub-images is computed to frame
the fusion rule for sub-image fusion. Further, the inverse
SWT reconstructs the fused image. Global and local layers

of the two images are obtained by neighbor distance filter
proposed in [6] and weighted average rule is framed based
on the SF calculated for the local layers that reduces the
blocking effect in the final image.
Frequency tuned saliency is proposed in [41] to detect the
salient objects in an image with clear boundaries and with
full resolution. In order to retain a wide band of frequencies,
the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) band pass filter is used
to obtain the Gaussian blurred image to compute saliency.
DoG filter is appropriate for detecting the changes in the
intensity levels of an image defined as:

DoG (i, j) =
1

2π

 1
σ2

1

e
−

(
i2+ j2

σ2
1

)
−

1
σ2

2

e −
 i2 + j2

σ2
2

 (10)

where σ2 < σ1 represents the standard deviations of the
Gaussian function that determines the high and low spatial
frequencies. Thus the frequency-tuned saliency of an image
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‘I’ is computed by taking the absolute difference between
the mean image ‘Iµ’ and the DoG Gaussian blurred image
given as:

S (i, j) =
∣∣∣Iµ − IDoG (i, j)

∣∣∣ (11)

In order to achieve the saliency detection objective of
making the computation efficient, the above equation is
modified by the same author as:

S (i, j) =
∥∥∥Iµ − IDoG (i, j)

∥∥∥ (12)

where ‘∥ ∥’ represents the Euclidean distance. However, the
Eq. 12 results in asymmetric surround of pixels because of
considering the complete image as global surround. Hence,
the local salient detection is performed by considering a
Maximum Symmetric Surround Saliency (MSSS) pro-
posed in [42], where the mean image is obtained as:

Iµ (i, j) =
1
w

i+i0∑
x=i−i0

j+ j0∑
y= j− j0

I (x, y) (13)

with size as M and N respectively. However, the area of the
sub-image and the offsets are computed as:

w = (2i0 + 1) (2 j0 + 1) (14)

i0 = min {i,M − i}

j0 = min { j,N − J}

MSSS represented by S(i, j), thus extracts the salient
objects even for complex backgrounds highlighting the
salient regions. These saliency measures have been utilized
to extract the salient features of differently focused regions
to define the fusion rule in image fusion. An efficient
method for multi-focus, multi-sensor, multi-spectral fusion
is proposed in [43], where the saliency maps of decomposed
detail layers are computed by taking the absolute value
of the Laplacian filtered image convolved with Gaussian
filtered image to construct weight maps. The saliency maps
constructed by this method present a good description of
detail layer information [44] proposed an edge-preserved
multi-scale decomposition approach to decompose the im-
age to detail and base layers. The frequency tuned saliency
maps of the detail layers are extracted and are used as
weights for detail layers fusion of visible and infrared
images. Further, the binary weight maps are constructed
from the feature maps extracted by the frequency-tuned
saliency maps in [45] for the fusion of multi-sensor images
in spatial domain. In [46], the saliency maps constructed
by frequency tuned saliency calculated for multiple local
windows are used and the fused images are obtained by
weighted average rule framed by these maps at each level.
The final fused image is obtained from the synthesis of all
the fused images. In [47], MSSS maps for detail layers
that are decomposed by simple average filters is used
for fusion. The fusion result obtained by this method is
computationally simple and combines both the focused and
unfocused regions of two sources images into a single

image with more clarity. Later, the same author introduced a
new saliency measure that measures the absolute difference
between the mean image ‘Iµ’ and the median image ‘Imed’
called visual perception saliency described mathematically
as:

S (i, j) =
∣∣∣Iµ − Imed

∣∣∣ (15)

The saliency maps obtained by visual saliency are used to
frame the weight maps and are further used for the fusion of
infrared and visible image detail layers obtained by simple
average decomposition in the method proposed in [48].
Pixel value based Saliency is calculated for every pixel
in an image surrounded by the neighboring pixels in a
local window. The value is obtained by taking the absolute
difference between the pixel intensity that is considered for
computing and the neighbor pixel intensities in a window.
The sum of all these differences gives the saliency measure
expressed mathematically as:

S p =
∑
∀,q,ε,w

F (p, q) (16)

Where,

F (p, q) =
∣∣∣ fp − fq

∣∣∣
’ fp’ , is the pixel intensity at which the saliency is to

be determined, ’ fq’ is the neighbor pixel intensity within a
window ‘w’. The pixel based saliency computed for con-
structing the weight maps in image fusion defines different
weights to each pixel and hence improvement in the visual
quality is observed. This is proved in the method proposed
in [49] for the fusion of visible and infrared images using
multi-scale decomposition. The saliency maps for the base
layers decomposed by using edge-preserved decomposition
filter were computed by using this pixel value based saliency
in [50].
Mean Square Error (MSE) based Saliency and Gradient
based saliency measures were introduced in [51] with an
intention that the MSE describes the average deviation of
the data from the mean intensity that detects the salient ob-
jects in an image. However, Gradient reflects the frequency
variations and predicts the defined objects. The saliency
calculation for these approaches is given as:

S p =
∑
∀,q,ε,w

√
1
|w|

∑
q,ε,w

(
Iq − Ipw

)
(17)

S p =
1
|w|

∑
∀,q,ε,w

√(
∆xIp

)2
+

(
∆yIp

)2

2
(18)

where ∆xIp and ∆yIp are the differences between the pixel
intensity at that position and the pixel at its right along the
row and column direction in a window ‘w’,Ipw is the mean
value of the pixels located within the window.
However, Spectral Residual Saliency (SRS) is another
saliency measure in literature [52] that extracts the image
residual in spectral domain and then the saliency is mea-
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sured. The mathematical steps required to compute SRS
includes the computation of amplitude spectrum ‘A ( f )’,
phase spectrum ‘P ( f )’, Logarithmic spectrum ‘L ( f )’ and
the residual spectrum ‘R ( f )’ of an image ‘I’ expressed as:

A ( f ) = real (FFT (I)) (19)

P ( f ) = Img (FFT (I)) (20)

L ( f ) = log (A ( f )) (21)

R ( f ) = L ( f ) − hn ( f ) ∗ L ( f ) (22)

Where
˜ h f ( f ) = average f ilter (I)
Hence, the saliency is computed from the residual spectrum
as:

S (p) = g (p) ∗ FFT−1
[
(exp (R ( f ) + P ( f )))2

]
(23)

where ‘gp’ is the Gaussian filtered image.
The saliency maps of MSE, gradient and SRS approaches
have been utilized for framing the select maximum rule in
the fusion of differently focused source images. However,
the combined SF and saliency feature maps have been used
in [53] where the SF maps define weighted average rule
for low-frequency components and select maximum rule for
high-frequency components that are decomposed by NSCT.
However, the saliency maps are used to detect the salient
objects that are used as priority to combine and construct
final fused image.
The selection of an appropriate saliency measure for fea-
ture extraction effects the fusion process as the parameter
selected should appropriately extract the target regions as
salient objects for combining. However, accurate salient
object detection discriminating the background objects,
framing an intelligent fusion rule were few challenges that
are still in consideration by the researchers for further
improvement in the performance. The simulation results of
saliency based feature maps extracted is shown in Fig.3.

E. Structural approach for feature extraction
The human eye is highly sensitive to noise in edge

and smooth regions rather than texture regions according to
human visual system characteristics. Hence, it is necessary
that the edge and texture information is preserved while pro-
cessing an image. The process of edge detection reduces the
amount of data to be processed and preserves the structural
information of the source images. Hence, feature extraction
by edge detection is a tool used by several researchers to
construct feature maps and frame the fusion rules in order
to highlight the edge characteristics and rich texture details.
Thus, the structural approach to extract the features is to
detect the edges. The basic edge detectors include gradient
operators and Canny’s edge filters etc. that have been used
in image fusion to construct feature maps. In general, the
gradient of an image is defined mathematically as:

▽ f = |gx| +
∣∣∣gy

∣∣∣ = | f (x, y) − f (x + 1, y)| + | f (x, y)
− f (x, y + 1)

(24)

where f (x, y) is the pixel located at (x, y). Based on the
general definition, in [54], a local gradient within a local
window of size ‘w’ is defined as:

G (p) =
∑
q,ϵ,w

| f (q) − f (p)|2 (25)

This local gradient is used as an activity measure to define
the weight maps and the combined weighted average and
select maximum rules were utilized for combining the
visible and infrared images. The method not only highlights
the features but also enriches the edge and strength details
of the fused image. Considering that the larger value of
gradient results in blurring of the image details, In [55], a
new cross gradient feature map extraction by computing the
gradient between the pixels in the low-frequency component
‘ fl f (x, y)’ and the adjacent pixel of the band-pass coefficient
‘ fbp (x, y)’ decomposed by NSCT. The cross gradient of a
region is calculated as:

CG (x, y) =
1

M ∗ N
M∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

√[
gx (x + i, y + j)

]2
+

[
gxy (x + i, y + j)

]2

2
(26)

where
gx (x, y) =

∣∣∣ fl f (x+1,y)− fbp(x,y)
∣∣∣ (27)

gy (x, y) =
∣∣∣ fl f (x,y+1)− fbp(x,y)

∣∣∣ (28)

The smaller values of cross gradient represent the sharper
visual details clearly and hence the minimum cross gradient
obtained is considered for select maximum rule for the
fusion of sub band images. In [56], the source images
are decomposed to base and detail layers by an edge
preserved multi-scale decomposition filters and the edge
characteristics of the detail layers are extracted by Sum-
Modified Laplacian (SML) edge detector to combine the
details layers using select maximum rule. The SML in a
local window of size M X N centered by pixel f(x, y) is
given by:

S ML (X,Y) =
M∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

M (i, j) (29)

where

M (i, j) = |2 ∗ f (x, y) − f (x − 1, y) − f (x + 1, y)| +
|2 ∗ f (x, y) − f (x, y − 1) − f (x, y + 1)|

In order to maintain the structural information of the ob-
ject boundaries, in [57] a new multi-focus fusion technique
in which the edge features of the wavelet coefficients are
extracted using Canny filters at each level and a feature-
oriented level fusion is performed.
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Figure 3. Feature Maps using Saliency Approach

However, the basic edge detectors has a shortfall of detect-
ing the false positives i.e. the points detected as edges may
not be perceived as edges by the human vision and these
are sensitive to illumination variations. Hence, the structural
features are defined by the energy functions because any
local maximum energy can be defined as a feature [58]. The
energy functions are used as feature extractors in image
fusion to form feature maps and further to construct weight
maps. In general, the energy of an image is computed as:

E =
∑
x,y

f 2 (x, y) (30)

Fusion algorithms based on energy based feature extraction
for combining the high frequency coefficients of DWT using
select maximum rule is proposed in [59], low-frequency
components of DWT using select maximum rule in [60],

low-frequency coefficients of Uniform Discrete Curvelet
Transform using weighted average rule in [61] and the edge
maps obtained for high frequency coefficients in NSCT do-
main in [62]. In [63] the author proposed night vision fusion
that utilized the energy maps to frame a select maximum
rule to high frequency coefficients obtained by Framelet
transform.

Another structural feature extraction measure considered
to construct weight maps is Phase Congurency(PC) . The
detection and localization of edges is obtained at the points
of maximum energy called Phase Congruency. An edge is
said to be detected at a point at which the phase of all
the components becomes zero. The significant edge has a
PC value of ‘1’ and for insignificant edges its value is ‘0’
[64]. The phase congruency can distinguish different kinds
of features when compared to the features generated by
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edge operators such as Laplacian operator. Hence, the PC
maps are been used in image fusion process to frame the
fusion rules. In [65] a visible and infrared image fusion
technique is proposed that incorporates the PC maps to
define the weighted average rule to multi-scale decomposed
image coefficients. However, the PC cannot reflect the
changes of the local luminance. It is contrast invariant.
Hence, the textured regions of an image are analyzed by the
local analysis of the luminance decrease measured by local
contrast. Local contrast of an image is highly correlated
to the image gradient. The local contrast of an image is
defined as the ratio of local high frequency luminance to
the local low frequency luminance. However, the definition
of local contrast gives an inherent correlation between the
low and high frequency. Hence a modified contrast called
directive contrast was introduced in literature [66].

The structural features extracted by these edge, energy
and contrast based functions convey different characteristics
of image information. Hence, the collective use of these
functions was employed in literature as a novel activity
measure to get the visual characteristics. In [67], a multi-
modal medical image fusion is proposed by extracting
the characteristics of low frequency coefficients using the
regional energy and the high frequency characteristics are
extracted by using the gradient operator in DWT domain
to construct weighted average fusion rule. In [68], multi
focus image fusion using energy and gradient feature maps
is proposed. Local energy, local contrast and gradient are
the feature extractors used to acquire the feature maps of
low frequency coefficients and cross contrast to band pass
frequency components. The feature maps are used to define
the select maximum rule and combine the information from
the complementary images in NSCT domain proposed in
[69]. PC and directive contrast measures are used to define
two different fusion rules to combine MRI and CT images
in NSCT domain in [70]. In [71] a novel activity by using
PC is proposed where local contrast and energy feature
extractors define the fusion rule for IR and visible fusion.
The simulation results of generated structural maps using
the mathematical formulae defined above are shown in Fig.
4.
However, the feature maps are also constructed by the
combined statistical, saliency and structural approaches to
improve the fusion performance. The combination of mean,
standard deviation, entropy and gradient were used in [72],
entropy, visibility and local contrast measures in [73], local
mean and local energy for the fusion of low and high
frequency coefficients in Discrete wavelet packet transform
domain in [74], PC and FD combination is used to define
the fusion rule for multi-sensor fusion for night vision
applications by [75] and energy, variance combination in
[76] in DCT domain for multi-sensor fusion. Geometric
structural features such as attribute angle, length, distance
etc. in combination to statistical features are the recent
features used by the authors in machine learning algorithms
[77].
Optimal fusion result by the feature extraction based fusion

algorithms in literature rely on the domain selected, type of
activity measure used and the fusion rule defined. Selection
of the statistical, saliency or structural approach to define
the fusion rule attains the fusion requirements. However,
the selection of window size, activity measure, appropriate
filter, fusion rule and computational complexities were
few measures that limit the performance of the algorithm.
Hence, an activity measure for feature extraction is still a
continuous research task to attain the goal of image fusion.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Simulation results of few statistical, saliency and struc-

tural based fusion algorithms available in literature are ver-
ified in MATLAB. In this section, 10 different approaches
PCA [76], DWT [78], DWT+PCA [29] , DWT+LS [73],
AI+KL [47], FD [24], representing statistical approaches,
WPT+DC [79] , GFF [41], NDF [49] representing saliency
approaches and DWT+E [59] is the structural approach
for image fusion that define the fusion rules considered
for evaluation. The qualitative and quantitative analysis
for three different data set images such as Multi-Sensor
(MS), Multi-Focus (MF) and Multi-Modality (MM) fusion
examples http : //home.ustc.edu.cn/liuvu1/ are evaluated
and are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively.

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of fusion algorithm
describes the method efficacy and also the accomplishment
of the fusion objectives The qualitative analysis in Fig. 5
shows that the statistical approach for feature extraction and
fusion rule construction performs better fusion in relation
to the contrast and complete information. However, the
performance is better if the feature extraction is performed
in multi-scale transform or decomposition domain. It is also
observed that the feature-extraction based fusion process is
best suited for multi-sensor fusion used for target detection
and scene interpretation where the images obtained from
visible and infrared sensors are combined to a single image.
Qualitative analysis is subjective that depends on human
perception on the fusion performance and hence it is not the
only metric for fusion evaluation. A number of quantitative
metrics were available in literature to evaluate the fusion
scheme. The quantitative metrics used for the evaluation of
the algorithms in this paper are categorized as:

• Contrast metrics

• Information metrics

• Edge metrics

• Visual quality metrics.

Contrast metrics that describe the overall contrast of the
fused image are Mean Pixel Intensity (MPI) and Standard
Deviation (SD) given by:

MPI =
1

mn

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

I (i, j) (31)
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Figure 4. Feature Maps using Structural Approach

TABLE I. Table 1: Comparative analysis of contrast and Information metrics

Method Domain Features
Contrast Metrics Information Metrics

HighlightsMPI SD E QMI
MS MF MM MS MF MM MS MF MM MS MF MM

PCA Spatial Statistical 78.87 123.00 49.98 48.90 45.45 51.65 7.45 6.97 5.95 0.45 0.47 0.79 Preserves mean contrast and details of MS fused image
WPT+DC MST Structural 90.15 120.84 51.01 32.21 48.39 53.92 6.92 7.11 6.87 0.42 0.42 0.65 Edge details are enhanced

GFF MSD Saliency 94.81 124.68 54.20 29.27 51.40 56.30 6.77 7.23 6.22 0.44 0.48 0.80 Preserves mean contrast and details of MF fused image
FD Spatial Statistical 89.29 124.00 12.99 40.83 46.82 43.00 7.18 6.95 1.89 0.50 0.50 0.87 Information amount is high for all the image sets

DWT+E MST Structural 254.06 254.35 25.26 15.49 12.88 76.17 0.04 0.03 0.47 0.11 0.15 0.84 High average brightness and contrast

TABLE II. Comparative analysis of visual and edge metrics

Method Domain Features
Visual Metrics Edge Metrics

HighlightsSF VIF AG FS Q0
MS MF MM MS MF MM MS MF MM MS MF MM MS MF MM

PCA Spatial Statistical 12.782 7.742 12.695 0.211 0.730 0.287 6.066 2.728 5.181 0.022 0.002 0.128 0.390 0.997 0.729 Good edge similarity
DWT+PCA MST Statistical 7.321 8.122 10.072 0.321 0.737 0.228 3.898 2.784 3.409 0.020 0.006 0.120 0.511 0.996 0.643 Less structural Distortion
DWT+LS MST Statistical 12.785 13.958 13.002 0.233 0.491 0.245 5.316 4.251 5.404 0.014 0.005 0.076 0.473 0.926 0.678 Good edge symmetry
WPT+DC MST Structural 15.490 15.014 18.202 0.107 0.427 0.190 7.107 5.328 7.708 0.017 0.004 0.079 0.216 0.828 0.614 Edge clarity & sharpness

GFF MSD Saliency 12.797 13.252 18.749 0.235 0.926 0.444 6.531 4.736 7.539 0.002 0.014 0.124 0.394 0.961 0.661 Preserves edge symmetry
NDF MSD Saliency 17.482 15.433 23.463 0.428 0.804 0.562 9.161 5.539 9.040 0.020 0.009 0.122 0.473 0.948 0.604 Better visual perception, edge clarity and better activity level.

AI+KL MSD Statistical 8.035 7.902 9.763 0.317 0.730 0.331 4.398 2.814 3.926 0.020 0.001 0.110 0.509 0.996 0.728 Preserves edge symmetry
DWT+E MST Structural 15.519 14.502 46.615 0.000 0.003 0.070 0.666 0.574 5.792 0.203 0.066 0.158 -0.008 -0.013 0.185 Good activity level in medical images

S D =

√∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1

[
I (i, j) − MPI

]2

MN
(32)

where MN is the size of the image and I (i, j) is the intensity
value of image I at location(i, j). Higher the values indicate
better is the contrast.

Information metrics that describes the maximum
amount of information transfer to the output image from
the two input images are defined by Entropy (E) and
Normalised Mutual Information (QMI) metrics defined as:

E =
M∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

p
(
Ii, j

)
lnp

(
Ii, j

)
(33)

where p
(
Ii, j

)
is the probability of occurrence of the pixel

at (i, j). The fused image quality ‘F’ in accordance to the
input images say ‘A’ and ‘B’ can be determined by QMI

given as:

QMI = 2
[

MIAF

EA + EF
+

MIBF

EB + EF

]
(34)

where MAF and MAF is the mutual information shared be-
tween the source images A, B and fused image F expressed
as:

MIAF =
∑
a,b

pAF (a, b) log
pAF (a, b)

pA (a, b) pF (a, b)
(35)

MIBF =
∑

a,b pBF (a, b) log pBF (a,b)
pB(a,b)pF (a,b)

where pAF and pBF are the joint probabilities and pA,
pB and pF are the marginal probabilities, EA, EB and EF
are the entropies.

Edge metrics describe the edge preserved details, edge
symmetry and structural similarity of the final image. The
edge metrics considered for evaluation are Average Gradient
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Figure 5. Illustration of statistical, saliency and structural feature extraction based fusion algorithms considered for evaluation
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Figure 6. Quantitative fusion metrics for methods considered for evaluation

(AG) and Fusion Symmetry (FS). Edge metrics describe the
clarity and sharpness. AG, Symmetry with respect to input
images is measured by FS, structural distortion is quantified
by Q0 defined as:

AG =
M∑

i=1

N∑
j=1

√[
I (i + 1, j) − I (i, j)

]2
+

[
I (i, j + 1) − I (i, j)

]2

2
(36)

FS = abs
(

MIAF

MIAF + MIBF
− 0.5

)
(37)

Visual quality metrics such as Spatial Frequency (SF)
and Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) describe the visual
quality that leads to perfect detection and interpretation
of the scene captured http : //hansy.weebly.com/image −
f usion−metric− i f m.html. The global activity level of the
final image is described by SF as given in Eq. (9). The
higher the values the better is the visual quality.
The quantitative metrics are evaluated and from the graph-
ical representation of these metrics shown in Fig. 6, the
comparison is performed. A detail comparative analysis for
contrast, information, visual and edge metrics to the image
sets considered for evaluation is presented in Table1 and

Table 2 respectively. The highlights of each technique are
elaborated. The contrast based qualitative metrics (MPI and
SD) is moderate and are high using statistical and saliency
approaches.
Though the values of these metrics are high for struc-
tural approach, it indicates over saturation that leads to
misinterpretation. The information based metrics (E and
QMI) are almost high for statistical and saliency based
feature- extraction approach. These metrics indicate the
complete information in the amassed image. The edge based
metrics (AG and F) values are observed to be better for
saliency based approach that defines the edge symmetry and
structural preservation. The visual metrics (SF and VIF)
are better with all the three approaches that show high
visual quality. Hence, the analysis shows that selection of
approach, selection of parameter, selection of fusion rule
defines the fusion results.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper discusses the significance of feature

extraction for image fusion. A novel classification of
feature extraction based fusion algorithms build on the
review of feature maps constructed for defining the fusion
rules is presented. The mathematical description of the
defined statistical, saliency and structural feature measures
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are briefly discussed. The feature- extraction based fusion
rules framed avoids the blurring and contrast loss effects
compared to traditional mathematical fusion rules. The
concluding remarks of fusion methods in literature are
outlined that describes the suitability of parameters for
a specific fusion application. The quantitative metrics
considered for evaluation in the paper define the success
of fusion algorithm in terms of contrast, edge symmetry,
no loss and no artefacts effects.
The sensor sensitivity to low lighting conditions and low
dynamic range sensors reduces the image quality and has
poor contrast, limited dynamic range and also several
other reported problems. The image captured by such
low-light sensors reduces the overall contrast of the image
in the fusion process that leads to misclassification or
misinterpretation. However, few techniques that perform
the enhancement process after fusion are in literature.
But, the computational complexity of the entire process is
one of the major limitations. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop joint Image Enhancement and fusion algorithms
that improve the robustness of the fusion process.
Robustness of the fusion process can be further improved
by considering the effect of various noises that degrade
the performance of the sensor during acquisition.
Image de-noising and fusion can be explored in future.
However, hybrid domain methods can be implemented
in future to overcome the limitations of several existing
fusion methods. Research on new statistical, saliency
and structural parameters for feature extraction can be
extended for formulating efficient fusion rules. Selection
of feature parameters and fusion rules in future should be
developed such that an informative fused image is produced
without redundancy especially for specific applications. The
increase in multi-sensor technology for industry automation
provides a large data set images which requires a large
feature set. Deep learning fusion methods can be pursued in
future for better feature extraction, classification and fusion.
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